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Machine translation (MT) is a key problem in the area of natural language 
processing (NLP). In the past twenty years, the application of statistical methods in 
MT gains more and more attentions and various statistical-based translation models 
have been proposed. Recently, phrase-based translation model (PBTM) has become 
one of the dominating statistical-based translation models. With the advantages of 
simplicity and robustness, PBTM has achieved excellent performances in many 
evaluations of MT, such as NIST and IWSLT. 
Based on PBTM, our objective is to improve the performance of phrase-based 
translation system. This thesis focuses on word alignment, reordering and 
syntax-based language models. The contributions are addressed as follows: 
Firstly, we proposed a novel word alignment model based on multiobjective 
evolutionary algorithms (MOEA). In this model, the word alignment problem is 
looked on as a multiobjective optimization problem and an efficient MOEA, i.e. 
NSGA-II is chosen to perform the optimization. Our model is an unsupervised model, 
which could be easily extended through incorporating more objective functions. 
Secondly, we proposed a novel reordering models based on the reordering of 
source language chunks. The model is used as a preprocessing step of phrase-based 
translation models and could be well integrated with such models. At the same time, 
as a chunk-based model, syntax information could be concerned in the process of 
reordering while the entire parsing of the source sentence is not required. 
Finally, we proposed a novel concept of linked phrases, which is an extension of 
the concept of traditional phrases. Based on this concept, we proposed a method to 
incorporate the link-grammar-based language models in phrase-based translation 
models without changing their main frameworks. 
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在机器翻译中使用统计方法的思想事实上可以追溯到 20 世纪的 50 年代。但
是，由于当时大规模双语语料数量不足、机器资源少等条件的限制，统计机器翻
译（Statistical Machine Translation，简称 SMT）的研究并没有形成气候，反而遭
受当时很多语言学家的强烈批判。进入 80 年代中后期，统计方法在机器翻译中











从 早的信源信道模型[2, 3]发展到 大熵模型（Maximum Entropy Models）[4]，
使构造出的系统更具可扩展性；在翻译模型方面，从 早的基于词的模型[2, 3]
发展到对齐模板模型[5, 6]和其他基于短语的模型[7, 8, 9]，及基于浅层句法结构
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